SATURDAY AM 4-HOUR CLASSES

**Emergency First Aid for the Workplace (NFPA 472) 002040**
For: All First Responders
• Basic first aid for a variety of common workplace injuries
• Basic airway and breathing measures
• Recognition of unconsciousness and cardiac arrest
Test given at: South Central College

**Firefighter I Certification Review**
For: First Responder
• Firefighter I Certification Review
Test given at: North Mankato Fire Station #2

**Modern Fire Attack (NFPA 1720) 002049**
For: Fire Officers & All Fire Service Personnel
• Discuss fire behavior and tactics to create a safer environment for fire fighters
• Present best lessons learned from the research
• Demonstrate increased confidence in recognizing and treating adult trauma and medical emergencies. This course will feature lectures, case based scenarios, and hands on skills. Can You Beat The Reaper?

**Heart Safety Awareness**
For: Supervisory Success 002040
• Discuss fire behavior and tactics to create a safer environment for fire fighters
• Present best lessons learned from the research
• Demonstrate increased confidence in recognizing and treating adult trauma and medical emergencies. This course will feature lectures, case based scenarios, and hands on skills. Can You Beat The Reaper?

**Postural Stability**
For: Senior Leadership
• Discuss fire behavior and tactics to create a safer environment for fire fighters
• Present best lessons learned from the research
• Demonstrate increased confidence in recognizing and treating adult trauma and medical emergencies. This course will feature lectures, case based scenarios, and hands on skills. Can You Beat The Reaper?
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